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TEST SERIES SCHEDULE 
NEET MDS 2022

• Phase 1 
• August (2020) To September (2020) - Access To Daily Tests & Surprise 

Tests.  

• Phase 2 
• October (2020) To October (2021) - Access To Point & Shoot Tests, 

Subject Tests & Cumulative Tests. 

• Phase 3 
• Ocotber (2021) To December (2021) - Access To Revision Tests & Grand 

Tests.  
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Course Details

• Eclasses

• For details regarding Improved Compliance Program, refer to the 

following link: https://youtu.be/KzjtSCl3LNQ

• Access to 1500+ video lectures.

• One Minute Videos

• Virtual Classroom Sessions.

• Study With Me Sessions.

• Subject-wise & Topic-wise video lectures on select topics.

• Textbook Discussions.

• MCQs Discussions.

• Image Based Discussions.

• Orientation & Motivational videos.

• Live sessions to facilitate subject discussion & one-to-one 

interaction.

• Key Points (soft copy) will be provided.

• All doubts will be clarified via mail only through Doubt 

Clarification Form available in general section of eclasses. 

• For list of topics covered in eclassses, check General Section of 

eclasses.ptbdacademy.com via guest log in.
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• Test Series

• Daily Tests (5 MCQs per day in Cumulative Pattern - Monday to Friday)

• Daily tests are based on key points, so no explanations will be provided.

• Surprise Tests (15 MCQs / week) 

• Point & Shoot Tests on select topics (10 MCQs with 1/2 negative 

marking)

• Topic-wise MCQs 

• 100+ MCQs per subject on select topics

• Subject Tests - 24 (120 MCQs - 90 minutes / test) 

• Cumulative Tests - 5 (240 MCQs - 180 minutes / test) 

• Revision Tests - 3 (240 MCQs - 180 minutes / test)

• Grand Tests - 5 (240 MCQs - 180 minutes / test) 

• Around 12000 MCQs with image-based questions in NEET Pattern 

including Study Club questions.

• Key with explanatory answers.

• Exam software similar to NBE format.

• Study Club (Point & Shoot Sessions)

• Telegram Discussions - 1 or 2 sessions / week

• Discussions through voice notes, text & image format.

• Session Objectives will be posted in Eclasses.
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• Assignments

• Assignements (1 or 2) will be given every week. 

• Key & Explanations will be provided in Eclasses.

Course Fee* Inclusive of GST

1. Full Course (Online Lectures, Test Series & Study Club)  - 25000 INR

2. Online Lectures - 20000 INR

3. Test Series - 20000 INR

4. Daily Tests, Surprise Tests, Grand Tests & Study Club - 15000 INR

5. Study Club - 12000 INR

6. Daily Tests & Surprise Tests - 10000 INR

7. Grand Tests - 8000 INR

8. Daily Tests - 5000 INR

Regarding the procedure to join, you can make the payment in the following 
account and email the scan copy of the transaction with subject “Payment 
Done For Entrance Preparation”. Once we confirm your payment, you will be 
given access credentials (username and password) to our course. 

Account Name PTBD Academy Private Limited

Account Number 50200030878270

Account Type Current Account

Bank HDFC
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Course Validity

Account will be valid till date of NEET MDS 2022 entrance exam.

Course Requirements

You are supposed to have an internet connection with decent browsing speed 

(not less than 1mbps) to watch the videos in eclasses or access tests in test 

series. Otherwise you need to buffer the videos first & then continue 

watching them. Downloading or sharing our videos or access is a punishable 

offence. 

Contact us @ 

email: proudtobedentist@gmail.com

website: www.ptbdacademy.com

Branch Jayabheri Enclave

RTGS / NEFT IFSC HDFC0003947

City Hyderabad
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PTBD Academy - Course Overview

This is the overview of our course. I know it's very lengthy mail and given the fact 
that we are used to chatting with short cuts, reading short passages be it status 
updates or quotes etc, please be patient enough to read each and every word in 
this mail.


NEET MDS 2020 Score Card:


We have uploaded a model of NEET MDS 2020 Score Card to General Section of 
eclasses. It is very important that you download it, and write down your name along 
side the column "Name of the Candidate". We have already printed "1" along side 
"All India NEET MDS 2020 Rank". Give this task a due priority. After writing your 
name, save it & take a printout, paste it in your study room / washroom (my personal 
favourite because it is the place where new innovative ideas pop up) or use it as a 
desktop/mobile wallpaper etc so that you can view/access it frequently. 


Academy Timetable:


An updated PTBD Academy Timetable and Point & Shoot Sessions Timetable is 
available in General Section of eclasses. Check it out.  

Compliance Report: 


Check out General Section of eclasses for Compliance Report pdf. Take printouts 
(around 50 which will be sufficient for a whole year and get spiral binding done) and 
manually track your preparation based on the contents in the report and mail it 
every week without fail. It helps you keep a track on your preparation on daily and 
weekly basis and also gives me a chance to monitor your preparation personally so 
that I can give you any suggestions if necessary.


More information about Improved Compliance Program @ https://youtu.be/
KzjtSCl3LNQ


Weekly Projections: 
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Check out the following video https://youtu.be/BDKNolz1FBw and pdf is available in 
General Section of eclasses. 


Updates: 


Join our Google group and WhatsApp Updates group for regular updates from our 
Academy.


NEET MDS Orientation Videos: 


Start you preparation after watching all the videos on NEET MDS Orientation in 
General section of eclasses. That would be the best starting point.


Schedule:


Regarding what topics to cover every day, we have already devised weekly 
schedule for each subject and you can find them in the respective subjects' 
category of eclasses. The test series schedule which was sent to you at the time of 
your admission is to be followed and is final.


Standard Reference Books:


Referring standard textbooks is very important during course of preparation. List of 
books are provided for each subject and you can find them in the respective 
subjects' category of eclasses.


Eclasses: 


We will provide you access to recorded videos in every subject. Go through the 
videos thoroughly and make note of important points. Once you complete all 
videos, you can go ahead with referring synopsis topic wise and focus on practicing 
as many MCQs as possible. 


Key Points: 
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Soft copy of key points will be provided for every subject and you can find them in 
the respective subjects' category of eclasses. 


Test Series:


Topic-wise MCQs of every subject from select toipics will be uploaded during 
Revision Schedule i.e., October / November, 2019 which is a new feature that we 
are incorporating from this batch.


Regarding tests, you can practice Topic-wise, Demo Tests, Daily tests, Weekly tests, 
Revision tests & Grand tests accordingly based on schedule. You will have 1/4th 
negative marking. You will be given ranks for your weekly tests based on last year 
NEET MDS merit list. So your rank more closely represents your position at All India 
Level among 25K plus aspirants. Use this as an opportunity to improvise your 
performance day to day. 


Daily Tests & Surprise Tests will be cumulative in nature. Daily Tests are based on 
key points. So all MCQs which you come across in daily tests are key points from 
different subjects. So you will not have further explanations for them. However 
Surprise tests will have key with explanations. 


The objective here is to make sure that you face questions from different subjects 
rather than solely getting tuned to your subject test. Remember, final exam is 
cumulative. 


Study Club: 


You will be having topic wise discussions every week. An update regarding the 
topics and timing of session will be posted in Google group and WhatsApp updates 
group at the beginning of the week. Discussion topics will be selected by our 
moderators and updated to SC section in eclasses once the WhatsApp discussion 
is completed. All resources of Study Club like key, explanations, and voice clips can 
be accessed in SC section in eclasses. 


Plan of Action:
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Start with all Orientation videos posted in General Section of Eclasses. 


Complete of videos, key points, study club discussions, key points first. Start 
practicing MCQs in Topic-wise MCQs section of eclasses. Refer explanations, 
standard textbook references & make a note of important points or areas where 
you are weak ex: calculations, concepts, memory based topics, values, years etc. 
Repeat the cycle. 


The schedule has been mailed to you during the time of your admission. Please go 
through it thoroughly and stick on to the schedule. Whenever you are preparing for 
a particular subject, try this format of preparation.


Phase 1: Complete videos, key points, study club discussions, topic-wise MCQs 
etc.

Phase 2: Practice as many MCQs as possible.

Phase 3: Refer explanatory answers, standard references (textbook, or videos etc).

Phase 4: Notes preparation simultaneously during Phase 1, 2 & 3 (Very Important).

Phase 5: Revision (Before the exam preferably on Saturday evenings & early 
mornings of Sunday).


Important - Phases can overlap and repeat the cycle of phases. Try this format and 
see how it's working. I personally followed similar strategy during my preparation. 
However, you are free to follow your own style. Consider this format as a starting 
point and improvise on it


Doubts Clarification:


Check out "Doubt Clarification Form" in General Section of eclasses and use 
it for getting your doubts clarified. 

Hello lovely people, I wish to clarify an important aspect in your preparation i.e., 
doubts solving. You all get doubts in the process of your preparation which is a 
very good sign but are you digging them out and getting clarity over the same? 
Often I get a question with 4 options in the name of doubts. But is that a doubt? 
For that matter what is a doubt? A doubt is when we have no understating of the 
concept. A doubt is when we are confused based on the information given in 
literature. A doubt is when there is no adequate or conflicting information available 
in standard literature. By definition doubt is a feeling of uncertainty. So when you 
send me a MCQ, are you bypassing the process of doubt clarification and focusing 
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solely on finding the right answer? Remember, merely finding right answers puts 
an end to doubt clarification process. 


Whenever you have any doubt or need some clarification, always give importance 
to referring to videos in eclasses and standard literature including textbooks and or 
articles rather than relying on guides, google or ready-made spoon-fed answers 
given by others to your doubts.


There are instances where I get mails with screenshots of questions asking me to 
give right answers. But do you think that would serve the purpose? It's against my 
teaching methodology of providing ready-made, spoon-fed answers to your 
doubts. Doing so makes you a passive learner which sets a dangerous precedent. 
Moreover, it's not practically feasible for me to answer such questions which pour 
in tens and hundreds every week. As a result, my response to your specific mail 
also gets delayed. Most importantly knowing right answers doesn't matter as the 
same question will not be repeated in final exam. But knowing why matters as it 
enables you to understand and also remember either facts or concepts.


Such MCQ text based or screenshot mails only improve my knowledge base but 
not yours. Once you refer thoroughly or once you start putting the effort to do so, 
the concept registers in your mind and this adds up to your confidence ultimately. 
Merely finding answers without referring serves no purpose. In fact you will forget it 
with time or might answer it wrong if question is twisted. 


So my point is, always refer videos, standard literature and get back for further 
discussion through Doubt Clarification Form format available in General Section 
of eclasses. In that way you will be deriving maximum benefit from my side. 


Also check out the following video on ACTIVE LEARNING For TOP RANK In 
Competitive Exams: https://youtu.be/stjQ-H3BV9k 

Test Series Update:


1. Topic-wise MCQs of every subject from select toipics will be uploaded during 
Revision Schedule.


2. The questions which you find in our test series are from previous NEET, AIPG, 
AIIMS, PGI, APPG, COMEDK, NBDE, ADC papers etc.
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3. When designing any test series, any teacher always has the intention to use the 
previous MCQs as it would be the best starting point to practice for any student. 
The explanations you find are from standard literature (textbooks, articles etc) 
mostly. So, there will be obvious overlap of questions and explanations. 


4. In order to improve your exposure to different format of questions, we have 
initiated Surprise Tests, Daily Tests and Study Club Discussions every week. 


5. The objective here is very simple and let me put it straight. It's not that you will 
get the same questions in the final exam. The purpose is to make you practice. 
Practicing MCQs in a time bound frame using our test series will allow you to 
improve your confidence levels. It's time tested phenomenon.


Ultimately it's the cumulative knowledge you obtain over a period of time that 
matters on the final day of exam, but not the specific MCQs you have 
practiced previously. 


6. We have revamped our test series and incorporated negative marking in each 
test available in site.


Correct answer +4 marks

Wrong answer -1 marks

No answer 0 marks

 

7. For ranking, check out general section of eclasses for NEET MDS 2018 Scores 
and Ranks for knowing your tentative and relative position. 


8. Once you submit the test, the software calibrates your score in accordance to the 
new prescribed format & gives you the score accordingly. Ranks will be announced 
as per the  PTBD Academy Schedule.


LIVE Sessions:


Live sessions have nothing to do with your schedule. They are additional sessions 
which we provide keeping all aspirants or batches in mind.  You can check out my 
YouTube channel and join me LIVE. An update will be posted through our updates 
group regarding the timing of our session. 
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If at all any live session is based on your next subject test, you can attend it. If not, 
then you can ignore. It's your choice. However you are not going to miss any of 
them even if you don't attend them LIVE as all these videos will be uploaded later to 
respective subject sections in eclasses.


So by the time you open any section in eclasses at any point of time in future, you 
will have all related videos of that subject.


Standard Reply Policy:


Whenever you mail, we will try to reply as soon as possible. However keeping in 
mind the traffic we receive on day to day basis, we have put a standard policy 
wherein you can expect a reply within 24-48 hours. Hope you will understand and 
comply.


Bottom Line: 


All you have to do is refer eclasses videos & give tests based on your schedule. 
Based on schedule, you have eclasses, demo tests, subject tests and study club 
discussions, assignments to address the particular subject in the given time frame. 
Hope its clear. Let me know if you still have any queries. 


There are times where you feel demotivated or dejected. Please drop a mail 
and will definitely assist you. Remember, I am here for you always. 


The most important thing is how well you are enjoying your preparation. This 
orientation will definitely boost your preparation. Stay focussed, give your best 
& obviously success will be at your doorstep.


Love


P. Sai Naveen Kumar, MDS

PTBD Academy - Academic Excellence with Social Commitment 
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Frequently Asked Questions - FAQs 

Eclasses 

1. What are Eclasses?  

Eclasses are our online platform where we provide topic-wise, subject-wise videos in recorded 
format.


2. Where can I watch Eclasses?  

You can watch Eclasses via our Eclasses wesbite (eclasses.ptbdacademy.com) from any smart 
device. 


3. How many times can I watch each video in Eclasses?  

You can watch any video any number of times.


4. Are there any fixed timings to watch Eclasses?  

No. Eclasses can be watched any time based on your convenience as we provide you recorded 
videos.


5. What topics are covered in Eclasses?  

Important and relevant topics in entrance perspective are covered in Eclasses. You can find the 
list of topics covered in General Section of our Eclasses. To improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the course, topics discussion will be provided to you in 4 different formats which 
include Eclasses, Test Series, Study Club Discussions & Assignments. Also you can find key 
points pdf in every subject section of Eclasses. 


6. Do I need internet connection to watch Eclasses?  

Yes.


7. Can I watch Eclasses if my internet speed is slow?  

Yes. Buffer the video first and then play it. Most of the internet service providers are providing 
internet at optimum speed. Minimum of 1 mbps is suffice to watch videos in Eclasses. 


8. How to cover all topics in Eclasses?  
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Just follow the given Test Series schedule. Complete the respective subject sections in Eclasses 
based on the schedule. Also in each subject section, you will find a separate weekly schedule 
where all the topics are divided for a 7 day period. You can use that as a model and customise it 
as per your needs. 


9. What type of videos are available in Eclasses?  

You will have board lectures, MCQ discussions, 1 minute videos, Image based discussion videos 
etc.


10. What is the duration of each video in Eclasses?  

The duration of each video ranges from 1 minute to 1 hour depending on the topic.


11. Are LIVE video classes conducted?  

Yes. LIVE video classes are conducted in YouTube and you will get a notification if you subscribe 
to our channel. Also a notification will be posted in Updates group before any LIVE session. 


12. How many videos are available in Eclasses?  

There are hundreds of videos available. You can check the list in General Section of Eclasses for 
the same. 


Test Series 

13. What is Test Series?  

Test Series is our online platform where we conduct several online tests. 


14. What are the different types of tests available in Test Series? 

There are Daily Tests, Surprise Tests, Point & Shoot Tests, Demo Tests, Subject-wise Tests, 
Cumulative Tests, Revision Tests, Grand Tests, Mock Tests (AIIMS, PGI etc).


15. How to cover all tests in Test Series?  

Follow the Test Series Schedule mentioned in course pdf to complete the tests. 


16. Are there fixed timings for tests?  
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No. You can take up any test any time as per your convenience (within the course validity) once 
they are LIVE as per the schedule.


17. How many times can you access each test paper?  

You can access any test any number of times for revision. However, you can give a test only once. 
Once you submit the test, as mentioned prior, you can access it several times for revision. 


18. What are Daily Tests?  

Daily Tests are tests which are created in order to make sure that you are used to giving tests 
online on daily basis. You will have them from Monday to Friday every week and each test 
contains 5 MCQs with 1/4th negative marking. These tests are cumulative in nature and are based 
on key points from various subjects. No explanations will be provided. The objective of these 
tests is not just to test your knowledge, but also to provide you important points so that you 
would make notes after each test. 


19. What are Surprise Tests?  

Surprise Tests are created with an objective to provide you more MCQs in a challenging pattern. 
You will have 15 MCQs with 1/4th negative marking in cumulative manner every Tuesday. 
Explanations will be provided too. 


20. Why are Daily Tests and Surprise Tests cumulative? 

Final exam is cumulative in nature. So we want you to get used to this pattern by making your 
Daily Tests and Surprise Tests cumulative. It is definitely challenging initially, but as time 
progresses, you will see enhanced confidence levels provided you understand and follow the 
pattern as it is. The objective here is to make sure that you face questions from different subjects 
rather than solely getting tuned to your subject test. Remember, final exam is cumulative. 

21. What are Point & Shoot Tests?  

Usually when we take topic-wise discussions i.e., Point & Shoot Discussions in Study Club Group 
@ Telegram, we have observed that each individual aspirant is heavily influenced by the answers 
posted by others and as a consequence, there is bias in answering and moreover, we are not able 
to specifically evaluate each and every aspirant’s performance. 


To address this issue, we came up with this idea of Point & Shoot Tests where instead of posting 
topic-wise questions in a discussion forum like our Study Club, we create topic-wise tests (Point 
& Shoot Tests) in Test Series. 


The pattern of these tests is very challenging. Since these are topic-wise, you are expected to 
come prepared before you take up the test. You will have 10 MCQs in every test with 1/2 negative 
marking and just 5 minutes duration. This enables us to monitor your performance individually 
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after you complete the test. Also, we will be providing you ranking based on your performance in 
these tests every week. 


22. What are Demo Tests?  

Demo Tests are sample tests which are LIVE before your main Subject Test. These tests are 
created so that you can check your internet speed and make sure that everything is fine before 
you give the Subject Test.


23. What are Subject Tests? 

Subject Tests are individual subject-based tests which are conducted as per your Test Series 
schedule. They contain 120 MCQs with 1/4th negative marking and 90 minutes duration. We will 
be providing you ranking based on your performance in these tests.


24. What are Cumulative Tests? 

Cumulative Test are conducted strategically in between to make sure that you are in touch with all 
subejcts from the beginning of the schedule. Each test includes 4-5 subjects combined and are 
conducted as per your Test Series Schedule. These include 240 MCQs with 1/4th negative 
marking and 180 minutes duration. We will be providing you ranking based on your performance 
in these tests.


25. What are Revision Tests?  

Revision Tests are created to make sure that you are giving tests during your second revision just 
before the beginning of the Grand Tests. These are cumulative in nature which include 240 MCQs 
with 1/4th negative marking and 180 minutes duration. We will be providing you ranking based on 
your performance in these tests. Each test includes 6-8 subjects combined and are conducted as 
per your Test Series Schedule. 


26. What are Grand Tests?  

Grand Tests are like Mock Tests which are cumulative with nature with 240 MCQs, 1/4th negative 
marking and 180 minutes duration. They are conducted as per your Test Series Schedule.


27. Are Image Based MCQs provided in Test Series?  

Yes. 


28. Are Topic-wise MCQs provided from all subjects?  
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Yes. Select Topic-wise MCQs are provided in Eclasses in Topic-wise MCQs Section. 


Study Club Discussions & Assignments 

29. What are Study Club Discussions?  

Study Club is a group in Telegram where we have Academic and General Discussions. Every 
week topic-wise discussions take place where we post questions LIVE. There is LIVE interaction 
and key & explanations along with voice clips will be posted during discussion. Also to encourage 
everyone to wake up @ 5 am and start their day early, we have Sunrisers Sessions where 
participants post 5 MCQs (any subject) from Monday to Saturday at 5 am IST and release the key 
by around 8 am IST on same day. 


30. What are Assignments?  

Assignments are based on the concept of active learning. Every week you will be given topic-wise 
questions in Study Club. You need to find out answers and make notes by referring standard 
literature. Then you can post your work to us by mail. We will review it and update you 
accordingly. Key and explanations will be posted in your Eclasses and you will get an update 
accordingly. 


31. Is there any separate schedule for Study Cub Discussions, Assignments and Point & 
Shoot Tests?  

Yes. A separate schedule in the form of Coming Up Updates is posted every Sunday / Monday in 
Google and Telegram Updates group. 


32. Should I participate in all Discussions, Assignments etc?  

Yes. That’s what active learning is all about. Along with your scheduled subjects, you will have 
tests and discussions from other subjects. Participate in each and every discussion and you will 
see the difference. The objective here again is to make sure that you face questions from different 
subjects rather than solely getting tuned to your subject test.


Miscellaneous 

33. How are my doubts clarified?  

All your doubts will be clarified via Doubt Clarification Form available in General Section of 
Eclasses. Download the form, use the format and get back through mail for clarification. 


34. How long does it take to get a reply when I mail any query or concern through mail?  
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We reply as soon as possible. 24 - 48 hours is our Standard Reply Time.


35. What is Compliance Report?  

Compliance Report is a form which is downloadable from General Section of Eclasses. This is 
created to improve your compliance to our course. All you need to do is just fill the report and mail 
it every Sunday for Review and Analysis. Remember, Compliance Report enhances your 
performance overall. 


36. How will I know if there is any update related to course?  

All updates related to Eclasses, Test Series, Study Club Discussions, Assignments, Exam-related 
notifications etc will be posted in our Google & Telegram Updates Group. Make sure you are a 
part of these updates groups. 


37. Do I need to refer text books during preparation?  

Yes. Referring standard textbooks is very important during course of preparation. List of books 
are provided for each subject and you can find them in the respective subject section of Eclasses.


38. How can I plan my preparation using the course?  

Start with all Orientation videos posted in General Section of Eclasses. 


Complete of videos, key points, study club discussions, key points first. Start practicing MCQs in 
Topic-wise MCQs section of eclasses. Refer explanations, standard textbook references & make a 
note of important points or areas where you are weak ex: calculations, concepts, memory based 
topics, values, years etc. Repeat the cycle. 


The schedule has been mailed to you during the time of your admission. Please go through it 
thoroughly and stick on to the schedule. Whenever you are preparing for a particular subject, try 
this format of preparation.


Phase 1: Complete videos, key points, study club discussions, topic-wise MCQs etc.

Phase 2: Practice as many MCQs as possible.

Phase 3: Refer explanatory answers, standard references (textbook, or videos etc).

Phase 4: Notes preparation simultaneously during Phase 1, 2 & 3 (Very Important).

Phase 5: Revision (Before the exam preferably on Saturday evenings & early mornings of Sunday).


Important - Phases can overlap and repeat the cycle of phases. Try this format and see how it's 
working. I personally followed similar strategy during my preparation. However, you are free to 
follow your own style. Consider this format as a starting point and improvise on it 


39. Is there any Timetable?  
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Yes. There is a Timetable which provides you information about events that happen on day to day 
basis in our academy. Check your course pdf for the same. 


40. What does PTBD in PTBD Academy mean?  

Proud To Be Dentist. 


41. How long will it take to get access to course after making payment? 

Less than 24 - 48 hours from the time we receive your mail about the same. 


42. What if I face any technical difficulties in accessing the course?  

You can mail us for the same and our technical team will address your concerns in 24 - 48 hours.


43. Is each and every topic taught by Dr Naveen?  

Yes. Even though a team of experts work with him to produce the quality content, all the classes 
are taught by Dr Naveen himself.


44. Can I get refund?  

Yes, we have a refund policy. If you raise a refund request within 24 hrs after making the payment 
or getting the access to the course, Rs. 10000 will be deducted from the course fee and the 
balance amount will be processed as the refund. If you raise a refund request after 24 hrs of 
getting access to the course, you are not entitled to any kind of refund.


45. How do I achieve success? 

Hard work, Consistency and Self-belief are basic ingredients. Enjoying the process adds flavour. 
Remember, success is not some destination, rather it’s a journey.. your journey. 


The bottom line is, course is provided through Eclasses, Test Series, Study Club Discussions and 
Assignments which are like 4 pillars for a stronger foundation. For any further queries or 
clarifications, contact us through mail 24*7. 


Love.  

P. Sai Naveen Kumar MDS

Academic Excellence With Social Commitment 
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